SUPER ULTRA–FLO SPECIAL
Super Concentrated Linen Detergent

Description of Product

SUPER ULTRA-FLO SPECIAL* is an extremely concentrated neutral liquid detergent ideal for all linen operations. Detergency bolstered by special organic solvents.

Where to Use

For use in linen plants where a wide variety of soils and fabric classifications are encountered. SUPER ULTRA-FLO SPECIAL has a high soil capacity with stable and ample sudsing.

Features

1. Innovative combination blend of nonionic surfactants and organic solvents.
2. SUPER ULTRA-FLO SPECIAL assures ample sudsing with easy rinsing.
3. Fresh, lemony fragrance.
4. Quality enhanced with fluorescent brighteners.

* Used with alkali builder.

For specific usage instructions, please contact your local U.N.X. Territory Manager. After a comprehensive survey of your operation, a customized procedure will be developed.